Leading an Exit
Through the
‘Double Bubble’
Many predict exits are set to become harder to execute over the next twelve
months. At Criticaleye’s recent Private Equity Retreat, business leaders
explained how to get the best out of these deals
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Drive the Terms of the Deal

It’s really the first six months. The first

teams is they need to own the deal process
and drive it. Stuart Coventry, Partner at
Jamieson Corporate Finance, commented:
“Show buyers that you are willing to
challenge the PE house [about terms] and
think about the structure of a new deal.
“Think carefully about the economics;
consider how this fits with the type of
deal you are looking for and think of the
differences between you as a manager
and you as a co-investor.”
If new incentive equity has to be
negotiated, Stuart said it’s the role of the
CEO to define the structure. “Tell them
clearly what it is that you want,” he added.
Building on this point, he continued: “It
is the role of the management team to
successfully articulate their strategy to
the buyer. A lot of time is spent focusing
on the business plan, but what is the

the changes and key people can be put
in place to ensure long-term success.”
Matthew agreed. “The first 100 days of a
CEO’s tenure should be for assessing the
company. After this, the chief executive
must start laying their own path, using
the knowledge gained.”
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essential to spend time getting a sense
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for. Ask yourself... should your incentive
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positively. If people don’t buy in, then you
will start to see cracks in your team.”
Matthew has a simple rule which he
follows. “A CEO should remove anyone
from the top team who does not align
to the outcome of a group discussion,”
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he stated. “A senior leadership team has

right level of reserve equity?”

to be able to show a completely united
front when it leaves the table – clarity

Engage the Next Level
of Management

of purpose is crucial.”

The First Six Months are Vital
If a company is going to achieve fast
growth, it needs strength and depth
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The number one message for management

100 days should be for assessment, then

Managers are
like teabags: you
can’t see how
good they really
are until they are
in hot water

